Notes on this bibliography:

Only works in English are included here.

The library’s collection of Thomistica includes not only the Latin texts of St. Thomas, but secondary literature in other languages as well. For the secondary literature over the decades since the 19th century, the most important languages are French, English, Latin, and Spanish. The Latin original is indispensable for the serious student of St. Thomas’s works.

Most of Mount Angel Library’s primary and secondary literature of Thomistica is found in B765. T5 (etc.); some is found elsewhere, according to the subject matter. Room 209 holds the Leonine critical edition of St. Thomas’s works.

Most of the Thomistic works found in B765 of the library collection are philosophy, or mainly philosophical in content, but there is also much that is theological, for example St. Thomas’s commentaries on Sacred Scripture.

This bibliography includes: I) some of St. Thomas’s most important works in English translation; II) works of general introduction; III) works of synthesis or commentary in specific areas of natural philosophy, metaphysics, ethics, and sacred doctrine (Catholic faith and theology).

Titles in section III presuppose the reader has a greater familiarity with St. Thomas than what is needed for section II. They have been selected for breadth of treatment and rootedness in the Thomistic school, and in the case of the oldest titles, for having proven themselves over many years. That being said, differences regarding both subject matter and St. Thomas’s precise meaning will be found among these authors.

A brief list of periodicals in English completes the bibliography.
I. English-language editions of selected works of St. Thomas:

*The Summae:*


*Selected Philosophical Commentaries by St. Thomas:*


*Selected Quaestiones Disputatae of St. Thomas:*


**Selected Scriptural Commentaries by St. Thomas:**


*Commentary on Saint Paul’s Epistle to the Ephesians.* Tr. Matthew L. Lamb. Albany, N.Y.: Magi Books, 1966. (B765. T5. 6860. O613. 1966) - (Other editions of the commentaries on these biblical books may also be available.)

II. **General Introductions in English:**


III. More advanced studies and commentaries in English:


**Periodical Literature:**

The following English-language journals are subscribed to at MAAL, and in varying degrees of completeness their back issues are also held. In addition, the library has holdings of predominantly Thomistic periodicals in other languages.

The journals listed here are either predominantly Thomistic, or they often include articles by leading Thomists.

*American Catholic Philosophical Quarterly*

*Angelicum*

*New Blackfriars*

*Nova et VETERA*

*Review of Metaphysics*

*The Thomist*